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WHAT IS A CANON?

Once there was just TV: everyone enjoyed it but nobody thought it had much enduring value. Now there is so much TV and it has clearly lasted, so the question of value has become inescapable. It seems we need a canon to sort out the wheat from the chaff, just like they do in literature. But just as TV studies feels that it needs such canons, the literary notions are falling into disrepute. The attempts by Harold Bloom to codify the working assumptions of many of his colleagues into an explicit canon met with a storm of criticism about the explicit and implicit criteria he used​[1]​. Canons are essentially map-making exercises, charting a field and indicating the points that are worthy of attention.  Too cluttered a map, and it becomes useless. Too many details omitted that people think worthy of attention, and it becomes controversial and risks not being used at all. So it was with Bloom, criticised for his neglect of non-Western traditions and of the literature of the oppressed within the Western tradition. When Bloom produced a sturdy defence of a traditional literary canon, this crystallised a growing feeling that the criteria for literary value were no longer shared by those engaged in the production and promulgation of literature. The criteria of value had multiplied and become more diverse and even irreconcilable under the impact of increasing cultural diversity and wider circulation of literary texts. 

Bloom’s canon implied a hierarchy of importance, and any such list is immediately seized upon for marketing purposes. The device has proved a successful device for selling books and magazines and even as the basis for TV shows​[2]​. Such lists have a particular function in a culture that has a minor obsession with hierarchical lists, and ITV's fiftieth anniversary in 2005 will doubtless prompt a flurry of list-making activity. Such lists provide one way of dealing with the superabundance of information and entertainment opportunities in contemporary culture. As a means of selection, any established canon or list will guide the dissemination of texts. The canon will determine what gets reprinted and what does not; what gets distributed; what gets taught; what enters into the common stock of knowledge and reference that we share with particular groups of our fellow humans​[3]​.  

Hovering behind these considerations is the real difficulty of actually getting to see old TV programmes. The vagaries of archival survival, plus those of current tastes govern what is relatively easily available. A large but relatively homogenous list of ITV programmes are in current circulation, being sold on DVD or video, and the existing canons or lists powerfully influence the selection of them. They tend towards drama or comedy (there are few documentaries beyond the legendary World At War series), and include a high number of cult or nostalgia-inducing programmes like The Avengers, The Prisoner, and Robin Hood. It is scarcely surprising that this should be so. 

But when it comes to constructing new canons or even elaborating the existing ones, the problem of archival sources becomes crucial. From the pioneering ITV drama series Armchair Theatre, Lena oh My Lena is comparatively well known as it has appeared on several TV history courses since it was rescreened in 1985.  However, No Tram to Lime Street (1959), written by Alun Owen, is listed as “one of the twenty most important missing programmes” in Dick Fiddy’s Missing Believed Wiped (Fiddy 2001). The more distant the date of the creation of a programme, the more important it is to see and re-evaluate its reputation. Unfortunately, the more distant the date, the more likely it is that the programme has ceased to exist. Any attempt at constructing an ITV canon will be at the mercy of this problem of physical survival. No regular editions of Jim’s Inn seem to survive, although there were over 250 episodes of 15 minutes between 1957 and 1963. So all I have are uncertain childhood memories to argue why it should be remembered in any way as a signature programme other than the infamous phrase of the Pilkington Report “the distinction insisted on by the [Television] Act [1954] – between the programme and the advertisement – is blurred; … and we conclude that the spirit of the Act would be better served if advertising magazines were prohibited” (Pilkington 1962 p81, 83) Report of the Committee on Broadcasting 1960’ 1962 HMSO Cmnd 1753.

Canons become self-fulfilling prophecies as they consign most texts to the hinterland of critical neglect, dwindling market value and lack of preservation, whilst promoting others to a continued prominence. Canons, then, can spur rediscovery of hitherto neglected texts or activities, where those texts continue to exist. For canons, unfortunately, can imply destruction of material that, in the eyes of those running archives, is not only excluded from current canons but could not conceivably find their way into any that future generations might construct. So the construction of a canon for ITV would carry some grave responsibilities. 





The television industry and television studies have both recently embarked on a voyage of canon building. They usually base themselves on some kind of a survey, using memory as the only viable way of gathering data. The trade magazine Broadcast in July 2004 tried to establish the fifty most influential television shows​[4]​. Glen Creeber edited a collection of essays entitled 50 Key TV Shows (Creeber 2004). None of these lists specifically address ITV, but the same ITV titles tend to recur: Coronation Street, Blind Date, The Prisoner, World in Action, Prime Suspect. Both lists make no formal distinction between the major genres of TV, beyond providing a general spread. In 2000, the British Film Institute (BFI) undertook a poll to establish the100 best TV programmes which was based on genre distinctions. As the then BFI Director, John Teckman, outlined it, this made some pretty bold assumptions:

“we sent voting booklets to the professional experts - programme makers, actors, technicians, executives, critics, academics - altogether some 1,600 members of the TV industry UK-wide, each of whom was invited to make up to 30 choices across six genre categories (with at least three votes per category): Comedy & variety; Single drama; Drama series & serials; Factual; Children's & youth; Lifestyle & light entertainment. News and sport were omitted from this poll at the outset (is it the event itself, rather than the coverage, which is most important?). We also excluded classic shows which were wiped or discarded (or broadcast live and not recorded in the first place), so that every programme in the BFI TV 100 still exists and can be viewed today”(Teckman 2000)

Leaving out missing or destroyed programmes was a controversial exercise, since many are still remembered. The decision to use explicit genres categories leads to the problem that they have traditionally been given very different cultural weight. The BFI website is frankly apologetic for having included a genre that it has invented itself from a rather unhappy merger of two different TV traditions, ‘lifestyle and light entertainment’:

“Not only did we want the BFI TV 100 to embrace popular programmes alongside those critically acclaimed, but we also wanted to show that the programmes in this genre are an important record of the ordinary, everyday viewing of millions of people, and serve as increasingly important weapons in the ratings battle. Those that remain in the memory are surely worth celebrating and preserving as they add to our and future generations' understanding of how we live.” (Rostron 2000) 

The decision to omit news and sport and yet to include the single drama as a separate category is also an indicator of the criteria for cultural value that are being used. The importance of the regularity and dailyness of TV is downgraded by omitting two of TV’s most time-sensitive genres. However controversial it is in execution, the BFI’s decision to opt for genre categories does demonstrate the problem of any TV canon compared to that of literature. The range of work, of types of text, is far wider than the canonical literary forms of epic, poem, novel and play. Any TV canon has to include forms of textuality that the institution of ‘the literary’ is designed to exclude: ephemeral forms like journalism and reportage; interview and discussion; sketches and gags; and huge series of roughly similar things. 

Whilst acknowledging the desire and even need for a canon of ITV programmes, I do not want to construct one here. Rather I will look at ITV and my experience of its history to bring out the problems of any canon construction around TV. The nature of television itself would seem to make it impossible to construct a canon of ITV programmes. It would take 35 years round-the-clock viewing to see all of ITV's output again​[5]​, but on the other hand most of the programmes no longer exist. So a canon has to be constructed largely from memories and received wisdom. I have those memories, From “Pussy Cat Willum”​[6]​ to Prime Suspect Six, but so do many others. What mattered intensely to me was of little or no interest to many others. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF MEMORY AND THE MOMENT

The importance of memories of the viewing experience of broadcast television poses huge problems for the construction of any canon. Broadcast television is both huge and intimate. The tide of programming rolls on, yet everyone has particular series and moments that have become a special part of their lives. These consist of the intersection of programmes and lived experience, and so would mean little as programmes to succeeding generations. This is most clear with children's programmes: there is a Tiswas generation​[7]​ and an Ant and Dec generation, and even a Twizzle generation. Each show is simply quaint to succeeding generations for whom it was not central (either as children or as parents of those children). Similarly, regional programmes with their affirmation of locality, accent and preoccupations will be intensely important to some and unknown to others. Even the choice of channels was at one time a deciding factor, as households late to TV tended to shun ITV in favour of BBC out of a sense of commitment to civilised, non-Americanised, cultural values. This was a pity since they missed the high cultural treats that ITV’s public service requirements forced it to produce, like Sunday afternoon’s Tempo from ATV in the 1960s​[8]​.
 
My personal ITV canon would include early quiz shows like Double Your Money; the first season of Hill Street Blues shown out of order late at night; despised advertorial programmes like Jim’s Inn; as well as more acclaimed programming like Cracker, The Avengers, World at War, Morecambe and Wise. This double act worked just as much, and arguable better, for the BBC, and this, incidentally, indicates one of the perils of canon building on the basis of a single channel. My canon would be richly nostalgic about comedy series like Mrs Thursday (1966-7) where Kathleen Harrison's charwoman had inherited a property company which she ran (through a frontman) with considerable business nous; or Do Not Adjust Your Set (1967-9), the best of the pre-Python series that teamed Palin, Jones and Idle with David Jason and Denise Coffey​[9]​. It would exclude genres that do not interest me much, like sport, and Coronation Street, which has never drawn me in particularly. My personal ITV canon is made up, like anyone else's, of memories and programmes, not of programmes alone. I can remember my father’s keen interest in Jim’s Inn, his pleasure at being able to spot how TV was “trying to pull a fast one”, the same TV that had given him the straightforward pleasure of those early gameshows. I can remember the revelation that was Hill Street, even in the strange treatment it received at the time. I can remember encountering a whole new world of music and style in Oh Boy! and Ready Steady Go, and family enjoyment of Morecambe and Wise. My personal canon emerges from how television intersected with my life.

The cultural importance of TV lies in the sum of these personal importances​[10]​. The real significance of television in popular culture is its role in everyday life, providing entertainment and solace, information and enlightenment, togetherness both real and imaginary, boredom, irritation and outrage. Sometimes it can be used to provide dramatic illustrations of the assumptions of a historical moment that has now gone. Popular shows embed those assumptions, both social and generational assumptions. They made Highway (a religious music series with Harry Secombe)​[11]​ or Love Thy Neighbour (a sitcom that pitched ill-matched black and white neighbours against each other)​[12]​ into the programmes that they were. But personal importance is more than this: it is what gave a brief and vivid social life to texts that nowadays seem inert.

Television in this perspective is not a series of portrayals of ‘us’ (or ‘them’ or ‘our society’) but a universe of meanings and instant connections to others. It emerges in the shared references to Morecambe and Wise jokes, or speculations about the attractions of Roger Moore as The Saint or the exact nature of the relationship between Hughie Green and Monica​[13]​. It is this feeling of connection with TV that a canon should seek to address. It is equally something that any list or catalogue will fail to capture unless it is generationally based. The programmes are not the ‘best’ programmes by any objective criteria of aesthetic or technical merit, and they are often tedious to viewers who did not experience them in their period of contemporaneity. Yet hey have a cultural importance since they were part of that shared moment of contemporaneity. Their status in this respect is little different from that of the Bible or Shakespeare.

As the original moment of transmission recedes, this the relationship between programmes and time becomes more complex. Key series are lost to the archive and so to rediscovery like most of the key ITV soap Emergency Ward Ten​[14]​. Those that do exist can be rediscovered and re-evaluated. 1960s telefantasy like The Avengers has been explored by a generation of scholars who were not even born when the shows went out, let alone impressionable teenagers comparing the allures of Honor Blackman and Diana Rigg. Such scholars are rediscovering and re-evaluating these programmes as texts, no longer firmly embedded in their moment of transmission as they always will be for me. Their relation to the effects of Blackman and Rigg are not those of impressionable teenagers like I was. The dimension of sexuality is altogether more coolly addressed. The moment of transmission is itself the object of study, but a difficult object as so much of it is extra-textual, to be found in contemporary popular references. It is often a more viable form of study to take the texts as free-standing, in the same way as any present day viewer would do on coming upon them for the first time. 

There is, therefore, a tension in the study of television between a historically-based and a text-based study. Such a tension exists for literary criticism as well, but it is more pronounced in relation to television. The distinguishing feature for TV is the ephemerality of the medium in the most positive sense of that word. TV programmes were (and often still are) made for a particular moment in time and for a huge audience. The element of the synchronic in their meaning systems is correspondingly important, and a large amount of television exists primarily for its synchronicity. That is why so few editions of key shows like Opportunity Knocks, Thank Your Lucky Stars or Sunday Night at the London Palladium exist any more, let alone less remembered works like the sci-fi series Out of This World​[15]​. So many programmes were discarded because they were perceived at the time to have been used up by their initial moment of synchronicity, their brief evening of blanket fame. That moment endures in the memory of individuals and the heritage of the society that evolved from that moment. So an ITV canon based on the revaluation of texts for their durability alone would be a misguided project as it would emphasise genres and styles from very specific parts of the wide ITV output​[16]​. “Worth watching now” is a treacherous criterion of value in relation to TV. 

TYPICALITY AND THE CANON

One way of dealing with this problem would be to create a canon based to a considerable degree on the principle of including those programmes which best summarise the character of ITV. Shows do not sum up a whole channel but they can indicate one aspect of its character at a particular time. News at Ten, World of Sport and Opportunity Knocks would all appear quite naturally, as would Emergency Ward Ten. This may in the long term be a solution, but for the moment it runs up against two problems. First there is an ongoing polemic about the nature and future of ITV; and second there has been very little work directed towards summarising the ‘nature’ of a channel, especially one established and run for many years on the principle of a diverse schedule with substantial public service values.  At the time of ITV’s fiftieth anniversary, these two issues are profoundly intertwined. For instance David Plowright, formerly a key Granada executive​[17]​ (of whom more later) commented in 13 October 2003, “ITV used to be an industry for programme production but has changed out of all recognition to one about profits above all else”​[18]​. The occasion was the merger of Granada and Carlton, which brought together ITV in England and Wales (apart from the Channel Islands) into one company, a company that then went on to seek a reduction in its public service commitments from the new regulator, Ofcom. The commitments that ITV sought to reduce include: religious programming, regional programming and the principle of a mixed and balanced schedule in peak time​[19]​. This went along with an increasing investment in repeatable series drama and the launch in 2004 of the drama-based free-to-air digital channel ITV3.

So is it possible to characterise ITV as an entity and to deduce from that the list of programmes that most aptly summarise its nature at any given point? Helen Wheatley offers a sketch of a channel where "in short the entertainment culture on ITV of the 1950s and early 1960s gave way to a journalistic culture in the later 1960s and 1970s" (Wheatley 2003). To this could be added a decisive shift towards original drama in the 1990s. But this sketch might be more perception than reality, the result of the preoccupations of discourses around the channel as much as the real pattern of its output. These characteristics are defined in relation to the activities of other channels, so the perception that ITV had an early entertainment bias might be the result of the character of the entertainment that it offered rather than the amount of it compared to the BBC. The shift towards UK-originated drama, which was the subject of big public announcements, can similarly be seen as a response to increasing competition, replacing feature films (which were becoming prohibitively expensive) with 90 minute drama which had the added advantage of creating a highly saleable asset for the future. Similarly the perception of a journalistic culture might be a reflection of regulatory concerns along with the preoccupations and background of senior management​[20]​ rather than the nature of programming. Early ITV seems to have resorted to light magazine formats as a way of filling hours; the later 1960s saw the (regulator-driven) entrenchment of flagship current affairs and the 30 minute News at Ten, but a retrenchment in magazine programming. So there might well have been journalists in charge, but a less journalistic (but more visible) emphasis in the overall output. 

Some programmes do still impose themselves as summarising the channel in particular phases of its development. Wrestling proved to be a long running feature of ITV. Starting with the national finals from the Caledonian Baths on 14 December 1955, it was originally a mid-evening entertainment at 20.30. It then settled into a tenancy on Saturday afternoons for an hour or so, with commentary by Kent Walton. Through the 1960s it was a key factor in forming ITV's working class identity. Such signature shows are ones that recurr, which have long runs and have a prominent place in the schedule. Coronation Street remains a constant through almost the whole half century. The Bill has been around since 1984, but in varying formats: sometimes a half hour police soap, sometimes a hour self-contained narrative, sometimes a mixture of the two. Who Wants to be a Millionaire seems to inherit the mantle of early primetime quiz shows, and represents the resurrection of the genre from a marginal role on ITV. Yet when the show became a huge ratings success for a few months, some argued that Millionaire was a signature show for ITV because it summarised a change in the channel's direction. It seemed to indicate that ITV was moving away from expensive and significant work like Inspector Morse or Winston Churchill the Wilderness Years or even Minder, and towards the lightweight and ephemeral. Such polemics do not compare like with like, however. They imply that resources have moved away from the list of 'good' programmes to those distained by the speaker. In fact, resources in the early evening slots between 19.00 and 21.00 have been fairly consistently applied to programmes like Millionaire. The early quiz shows like Take Your Pick gave way to Celebrity Squares and Sale of the Century in the 1970s and Play Your Cards Right in the 1980s. After a relatively brief spell of docu-soaps and light documentary like Airport and the From Hell series (Drivers, Holidays etc), ITV rediscovered the ratings potential of that rare thing, a good game show format in Millionaire. It is now supplemented by the challenge reality format of I'm a Celebrity Get Me Out of Here. There is a genre shift in this series of successive signature shows, but they have a great deal in common as well. Ordinary events and skills are constructed into a challenge in the course of which there are opportunities for plenty of good-natured joshing and teasing as well as tension and suspense.

Generalisations about ITV’s character and its signature shows, necessary though they are, will be substantiated only when research is carried out to compare the balance of genres across output over time with the shifting public characterisations (the brand image) of ITV. Until then, the question "is ITV remotely the same channel as it was in the 1960s?" can be answered only anecdotally and polemically.
 
POLEMICAL AND PROBLEMATIC CANONS

Polemical list-making intends to send a message to those currently running the TV industry​[21]​. So Broadcast’s list of ‘TV’s 50 most influential shows’ includes World In Action (1963-1998) “’always a thorn in the side of the powers-that-be – whether state or private business, says [Roger] Graef. ‘It was full of bravery and bravado – often a wake-up call for outrages and scandals, and it spoke in clear and vivid terms to the whole nation. It was tabloid telly at its best’. Its axing in 1998 caused a massive row – evidence of its credentials”(Broadcast 2004). Projected in this commentary is a clear vision of what ITV used to be and is no more: a channel that, though funded by commercials, was not afraid to use its public service role to take on all comers. It did so in terms that were readily accessible to the nation as a whole. The tone of regret at the passing of this ITV is unmistakeable.

Polemics have their uses in reminding us of neglected parts of ITV’s heritage, particularly that of the freestanding single programme. This is demonstrated in concerns expressed by many of those canvassed for the BFI’s list of 100 best TV programmes. The extensiveness and ubiquity of broadcast television make the definition of the size of entry to be selected almost impossible. Some single programmes stand out. So should an ITV canon include Death on the Rock? It was not a freestanding programme but a particular edition of Thames' This Week series. Yet it is a notorious programme and hugely influential in the history of ITV and its relations with the government. It demonstrated in a painstaking manner how British SAS men had in effect assassinated three members of an IRA active service unit in Gibraltar. The scandal that ensued is often put forward as the reason why Thames lost its licence for the ITV London weekday franchise, if only because it took up so much senior executive time that the bid for franchise renewal was fatally flawed. However, formally and aesthetically Death on the Rock was, deliberately, no way exceptional at the time and is even less so in retrospect. So its inclusion or exclusion from any ITV canon would require a closely reasoned explanation.

The size of different programme concepts is one of the most frequent problems. It seems impossible to compare the 40 years of Coronation Street with a single drama like The Naked Civil Servant, Jack Gold’s 1975 film for Thames. Gold's film has somehow has become the totemic example of the long tradition of single dramas which has virtually died out on British TV as a whole rather than just ITV. Again, how is it possible to compare a single documentary like Frank Cvitanovich’s wordless, celebratory Victoria Park​[22]​ with long-running but ever-changing series like World in Action (current affairs), Survival (nature) or Disappearing World (anthropology)? And what is meant by including such portmanteau series when individual films within them took very different approaches? World in Action experimented with observational documentary in the late 1960s, most notably in Northern Ireland at the start of the Troubles.  For Disappearing World, Some Women of Marrakech in 1976 was probably the first British film to have been made entirely by women; Mike Grigsby’s Eskimos of Pond Inlet (1975) was an outstanding attempt to let the subjects structure the film for themselves. Any canon that included these would have a polemical edge, as they would be hard to conceive as productions for present day ITV.

Perhaps programmes are the wrong category for a canon anyway. One powerful means of identifying ITV at any one moment is by its faces rather than the shows in which they appear. Recent on-screen promotion has exploited this with a series of ‘stings’ which simply consist of relaxed stars, out of role, looking into camera. So ITV is at the time of writing the channel of Ross Kemp and David Jason​[23]​. ITV has been the channel of Bruce Forsyth, Jonathan Routh, Jeremy Beadle, Bob Monkhouse, Russ Conway, Liberace, Ted Rogers, Les Dawson, Tommy Cooper and Benny Hill. It is more recently the channel of Amanda Burton and Tamsin Outhwaite. It has been the channel of Little and Large, Hale and Pace, Mike and Bernie Winters and all those double acts after whom Ant and Dec seem a positive relief. It teamed Dennis Waterman with John Thaw and then with George Cole. It kept giving us Leo McKern as Rumpole. It was equally the channel of Reginald Bosanquet and Andrew Gardner, Anna Ford and Pamela Armstrong, Sandy Gall, Michael Nicholson and the inimitable Trevor Macdonald on the news. Current affairs used Brian Connell, Brian Walden, David Frost, John Pilger and Roland Rat. It was the channel of Violet Carson and Noele Gordon presiding over their soaps; Diana Dors and Trisha Goddard over chat; Fanny Craddock (and Johnnie of course) over the kitchen; Dickie Davis and Jimmy Hill over the world of sport (or at least that's what the title said); Cilla Black over dating; Matthew Kelly over amateur nights. It gave us Hughie Green and Chris Tarrant, John Nettles as Bergerac and his Midsomer successor and Mark McManus as the original Taggart. It was also the channel that, between 1984 and 1996 brought out the grotesqueries of on-screen celebrity in Spitting Image and its latex puppets​[24]​.

Implied in all these considerations is the idea that any canon of ITV programmes would be one of its own productions. But ITV has also been a channel of imported programming: from the beginning it gave us the Lucy Show; it also treated us to Rich Man, Poor Man, Hawaii Five O and the A-Team. These are canonical shows, but in whose canon should they appear? One driven by the synchronic concerns of the contemporary audience would have to include them; one more focussed on the question of enduring texts should exclude them from a canon of British TV, preferring instead to include them in a text-oriented canon of US TV. 

THINGS DON’T LOOK THE SAME

The greatest problem of constructing any canon is the rapid changes in the nature of programming and the resources that programme makers could command. As John Caughie says: “’old television’ presents itself like the family album, inviting us to gather round and be amused by the way we once were” (Caughie 2000 p.13) and this attitude extends not only to differences in costume, hair length, attitudes and behaviour, but also because the programmes are materially different. 

ITV began as a medium of standard frame, black and white mono-sound programmes with analogue transmission on 405 lines. It is currently a moving towards widescreen high-definition colour stereo or surroundsound digital transmission. The technological basis of programme-making has changed so that the current makers of the cheapest programming now have resources for sound and image creation and manipulation that were not available to the makers of even the most expensive programmes in the first 25 years of ITV’s history. Programmes from that first era have different production values, different pace and different performances. This presents a problem for the creation of any canon. These programmes seem at first sight poorer than their contemporary equivalents. It is even difficult to compare series shot on film like The Adventures of Robin Hood (1955-9) or with what were, at the time, high production values like Bouquet of Barbed Wire (1976) with their later equivalents like Cadfael (1994-9) or Cold Feet (1997-2001). Or again, take the examples of Midsomer Murders (1997-ongoing) and Inspector Morse (1987-92 etc). These series have similar visual qualities to each other. They both feel very different to Sergeant Cork (1963-6) and Gideon's Way (1964-65). Yet all these four detective series, with differing contemporary production values, belong to the same drama niche. They all occupy the prestige end of long series production, destined for key schedule slots, traditionally 9pm, and pulling in a wide audience with a middle class core. 

ITV’s history has seen subtle changes in the level of production values, in the range of locations, sophistication of camerawork, modulation of performance, speed of cutting and extent of post-production (especially sound design), so that programmes from various periods feel very different to us viewing them now. The changes are most marked in the use of video. The early years of ITV saw the extensive use of studios recording onto video, using limited editing even for prestige drama. Film was used only for those series that had obvious international sale potential. Changes in the cost and potential of film technology meant that during the late 1960s and through the 1970s, drama production moved across to 16mm film, a medium that documentary had been using for some time. But most ITV productions from sitcoms to light entertainment remained on video. Video technology became more miniaturised and location-friendly in the 1980s, so that documentary in particular adopted it to take advantage of the longer shooting time and more unobtrusive access that it seemed to promise. In other words, production technology and hence what has been available and affordable has changed hugely in ITV’s fifty years.

Yet if we are able to look beyond the production values, the programmes remain remarkably similar. What looks now ‘quaint’ or ‘cheap’ was not so when it enthralled contemporary audiences. And ITV in 2005 still maintains the same hierarchy of production costs as fifty years before. Coronation Street is still a half-hour early evening soap. It shows a more marked evolution in character and plot than in production values. ITV still has sitcoms, short and long drama series, prestige and low-cost drama, news, current affairs, quiz shows, factual programmes, spot advertisements and the rest. It is recognisably the same phenomenon: a linear broadcast TV channel, carrying the typical productions of the medium. So one of the challenges of creating any canon is to take account of the fluctuations in production values so as to be sure of comparing like with like. 

This issue has scarcely been explored, yet is particularly marked in the genre of TV drama. The following case study demonstrates that in this area, a sea change took place in the level of resources that drama could command at the end of the 1970s.            

THE CASE OF DRAMA PRODUCTION VALUES

There appears to have been a fairly abrupt transition in production values at the end of the 1970s. Suddenly the top range of productions was being allocated proportionately greater resources than before, or, to put it another way, the prestige output began to look really expensive. This fits well with other periodisations of broadcasting, both the model of scarcity/availability/plenty that I put forward in Seeing Things (2000) and that of the development of televisuality explored by John T Caldwell in the book of the same name (Caldwell 1995). Proof can be found in the minutes of a confidential discussion that took place within ITV at that period. In July of 1979, the Independent Broadcasting Authority, the regulatory body, called together senior executives for a 'consultation' in St. Andrews. The detailed minutes survive in the BFI library. This was something of a crisis meeting. The IBA was concerned that ITV drama was failing to innovate, and tended to blame the decline of the single drama. ITV executives were concerned about escalating costs, and were on the brink of what turned out to be the most damaging of their many labour disputes, which blacked out the channel for a total of ten weeks in September and October 1979​[25]​. 

In a paper for this meeting, David Plowright, Granada’s Managing Director, produced a historic comparison of costs for drama​[26]​. The minutes report him as saying that at that time on 16mm film "above the line budgets hovered around £100-150,000 an hour direct for 60-minute films, plays or series as against £50,000 all studio and £60,000 for combination tape and film"​[27]​ (p.5). He then compares these figures with a range of named examples from the end of 1959 and the beginning of 1960:
 
£3100: Knight Errant, a 55 minute  high range drama for mid-evening with a variety of (studio-constructed) locations​[28]​

£2100: Skyport, a 30 minute series of stories set in an airport​[29]​

£3500: Family Solicitor, an ambitious, prestige 55 minute drama based on legal stories passing through the precinct of a busy solicitor’s firm.​[30]​

£1800: Biggles, 30 minute series primarily for children shown in the early evening​[31]​

£1350: Coronation Street., a series that still continues at the time of writing, though the cast has changed somewhat​[32]​.

Plowright further asserts that he "suspects" Armchair Theatre cost around £4000 per hour. He then adds generalised figures for 1975, four years before the meeting, to illustrate his argument that a sudden inflation in costs was taking place in the late 1970s.

The most immediately remarkable thing to contemporary eyes is the relatively narrow range of costs he cites for 1959/60. The prestige one-off drama series Armchair theatre cost only three times as much as a soap like Coronation Street at the turn of the 1960s. A prestige drama series episode in 2005 will cost five or six times the current cost of Coronation Street, and a single drama would be mode more like a cinema film with a considerably larger budget. So it is immediately clear that the range of available budgets for producers has substantially increased.
  
However, such figures as Plowright's do come with certain caveats. First they are the product of what can be called ‘producer’s rule of thumb’. It is a necessary working knowledge for a producer to know levels of price within the market at any one time, and to be able to identify with considerable accuracy the budget range of any given production that they see. Plowright is simply giving these guideline figures and comparing to a moment that was probably vivid in his mind: the very early years of Granada, the point at which he entered TV management as head of Granada’s local news in 1959. Thus we can be confident that the illustrative figures give have a high degree of accuracy. The only moment he where he becomes elusive is the cost of Brideshead Revisited, in production at that moment and already regarded a something of a financial folly​[33]​.

Second, he uses the phrase “above the line” to indicate the nature of the figures given. These are the amounts expended by Granada specifically on those productions. This was the standard form of accounting within the TV industry at the time, a form that suited the vertically integrated structure that combined production and broadcasting into one organisation​[34]​. So they do not include general Granada expenditure on its core operation: the salaries of staff producers, the hire of Granada studios, the background legal or publicity staff etc​[35]​. 

Plowright’s figures show that a dramatic change in the cost of TV drama that took place towards the end of the 1970s. In his presentation, he attributes it to the increasing use of 16mm film as the standard format rather than studio-oriented video, often transmitted live or ‘done as live’ onto videotape. The adoption of 16mm film extended the physical reach of TV drama productions into real locations. Video at that time was not the portable format that it became in the 1980s, so effectively producers had the choice between two production routes: studio/ video or location/film. Frequently, productions would mix the two, producing what today seems a rather strange unevenness of texture. 

For a number of reasons, drama production moved decisively towards film in the late 1970s. This also initiated a marked rise in production values, the amounts expended on the look, feel and atmosphere of a drama. During the late 1970s studio production was abandoned for all but routine drama production. It had been the only affordable and viable format in the late1950s and early 1960s until the introduction of 16mm film. And as late as 1971, studio production was still the natural choice for a prestige series like Upstairs, Downstairs which ran until 1975. 

By the mid-1980s, a series like Upstairs Downstairs would have been shot on film, as indeed were ITV series like the prestige The Jewel in the Crown (1984) or the quality crime series Widows (1983). The influence of Brideshead Revisited would have meant that the natural production route for a 1980s Upstairs, Downstairs would have been to shoot on film. It would have produced the look and feel that audiences by that time would have expected, not least because of expectations created by increasing production values in commercials and the presence of US mini-series on UK screens. Drama in the 1980s both looked very different and cost a lot more than ten years before. This sea-change in the costs of TV drama is clearly illustrated by Plowright’s figures, even when (as is necessary) they are adjusted for inflation, which has had a marked effect on the value of money through the period. 

The series Knight Errant in 1959-60 cost £3,100 for a 55 minute episode. As such it represents the higher end of series drama, as its premise clearly requires a greater variety of sets than Skyport, and it is scheduled as mid-evening peak viewing as opposed to the early evening Biggles. These figures can now be compared with Plowright's claims that in 1979 that “budgets hover around £100 to £150 thousand an hour direct for 60 minute films, plays or serials” but that in 1970-75 the “above the line costs of series was £12,000 to 20,000”. Before completing the comparison, the figures have to be inflation adjusted, as the 1970s in particular saw significant inflation. Economic historians have helpfully provide such tools on the internet​[36]​.  As Table 1 shows, the inflation adjusted above the line cost of Knight Errant in 1959 was the equivalent of more than half that of an average drama in 1975. But only four years later the real, inflation adjusted cost of such drama had quadrupled. The average above the line cost of an hour’s drama in 1975 would have bought only 15 minutes worth just four years later. The cost of an hour’s drama in 1979, however, would buy almost 45 minutes of drama at 2003 above the line prices.

	Knight Errant1959 	Plowright’s estimatedequivalent  programme1975	Plowright’s estimated equivalent programme1979	Authors estimated equivalent programme2004
1959	3,100			
1975	8,467(=£3100 inflation adjusted)	15,000		
1979	14,037(=£3100 inflation adjusted)	29,327(= £15000 inflation adjusted)	125,000	
2003	43,649(=£3100 inflation adjusted)	91,190(= £15000inflation adjusted)	388,687(=£125000 inflation adjusted)	500,000




It is clear that drama production costs grew at a faster rate in the period 1975-80 than at any time before or since. This was the result of two processes taking place simultaneously, only one of which was really visible at the time. Any observer in the period would have pointed to the difficult political and economic problems of the time, which were eventually and brutally resolved by the Thatcher government of the 1980s. Throughout the 1970s an old-fashioned management culture had confronted labour unions of growing strength. Successive governments had failed to produce a working compromise between the two, especially as management refused to modernise and unions refused to contemplate political rather than economic demands. The result was an escalating series of strikes for better wages and conditions. ITV was particularly vulnerable to such strikes, and was well known for its chronic labour problems. ITV management caved in to union demands because of a number of strikes that blacked out the channel for weeks at a time, and simply increased wages and overtime payments. 1979 represents an all-time high for production costs, and is the real reason for the IBA’s summit. 

These stormy labour relations effectively mask a second process: the increasing sophistication of TV drama at the more expensive end of the scale. It is not just that ITV was paying inflated wages to certain classes of technician in order to stay on air. It is also that TV drama is increasing in its range and ambition during the period. The comparison with 2003 prices shows that a quantum leap did occur at the end of the 1970s at the higher end of drama costs. This is supported by Plowright’s costing for a 1960 episode of Coronation Street.  At £1350 per episode, it cost 43% of an episode of Knight Errant. This, adjusted for inflation, is £19,000 at 2003 prices. Above the line costs of an episode of Coronation Street today would be something like £90,000. So the purchasing power of the 1959 Coronation Street budget would still purchase 21% of an episode today, whereas in series drama, Knight Errant’s hourly budget would buy just 8.7% of an episode of an equivalent series in a similar slot today. The difference here is that Coronation Street has consistently been a studio-based multi-camera production, first live from indoors and then on video from a complex of standing sets. It would appear, then, that the changes in production values were more far-reaching for middle and top range drama rather than for the more explicitly factory or studio-based products like soaps. To put it simply, soaps cost 4.7 times as much as they did in 1959, but substantial peaktime drama series cost 11.5 times as much. 

So although a redistribution of costs away from wages has occurred during the 1980s and 1990s​[37]​, it would be reasonable to say that the scale of costs is comparable between 1979 and the present, and that the period 1959-1975 represents a different era of television drama production. This second era was reached through a rapid and destabilising transition in the late 1970s, the extent of which was masked both by in-house accounting methods and by the prevailing national process of intense labour relations conflicts. 

This second era of production is aptly named by John T.Caldwell as that ‘televisuality’, a period when the look of a television programme became more important. He described the 1980s as a period when there developed  a movie-like attitude to the mise-en-scene of television, expending more time and money on creating a distinct ‘look’ for each drama series, as well as on props, location and the sense of visual luxuriance. As video technology developed decisively in the 1980s into a much more flexible tool both on location and in post-production, it too became a tool for creating more visually ambitious work at all levels in the television system. 

As a result, drama from pre-1975 now feels very distant. To the uninformed observer, it simply looks ‘cheap’ or ‘tacky’. This is the case with an episode of the well resourced and successful ITV series drama The Power Game (1965-6) which I was able to revisit recently. It has an utterly different look to its equivalent contemporary drama like the BBC’s Spooks, but I remember watching it in 1966 with great intensity and enjoyment. For a 13 year old, it seemed to uncover important facts about the adult world, and it seemed utterly modern and convincing. The distinctive look and atmosphere is the result of a different prevalent aesthetic allied to a different economics. Actors and lines predominate over action and mood. The mise-en-scene sometimes has the feeling that the actors have waited for the equipment to be ready before pitching into a scene. This is balanced by a marked tendency to write scenes as though the audience were joining them half way through the action. The scenes tend to be played long, as the scripting concentrates as much into single locations and time spans as possible, leavened by some crucial short inserts and single camera shots. There is a distinct studio acoustic with very little in the way of sound effects. 

Nevertheless the ambitious structure is much closer to those of contemporary series drama. This seems to contradict claims that multi-stranded drama is a relatively recent introduction and was originated in the USA.​[38]​ In the episode Persons and Papers shown on 15 Feb 1966 at 20:00​[39]​, there are four interlocking plot lines, all of which centre on Sir John Wilder, the ruthless managing director of a construction company. Plot one concerns Wilder’s decision to bid for the M27 construction contract with another company; plot two, his relation with his wife and her past affair with Frank Hagedan; plot three, his continuing affair with Susan Weldon at the National Export Board, which has been the subject of a security enquiry; plot four, his continuing efforts to outsmart Sir Caswell Bligh, whose son Kenneth is his number two (a fact nowhere mentioned as we are assumed to know it). Plot three picks up from an earlier episode of the series (again assuming audience knowledge), and does not involve Sir John directly, being a series of scenes between Susan Weldon and two civil servants, both of whom are playing their own power games. Plots one and two collide when Wilder discovers that his only possible partners in the M27 bid have employed none other than Hagedan as their project manager. He then persuades his wife to humiliate Hagedan by breaking definitively with him, whilst he cold-shoulders the unfortunate Susan Weldon. In its structure and its adult if not cynical view of human relations, this is strikingly modern. The complexity of plotting compares with that of long-running US dramas like The Sopranos or NYPD Blue. But as this is the UK and 1966, the production values are entirely different. 

The structure of The Power Game is very modern, but the look, pace and feel is not, so how might this series be selected for an ITV canon? Any canon of ITV programmes has to negotiate its way around the fact of these obvious differences combined with striking similarities.  To be meaningful, comparisons would have to make allowances for the material circumstances of each production. This means taking into account the available resources and budget, and the prevailing aesthetic of the time.

IS A CANON POSSIBLE?






^1	  The Western Canon: The Books and School of the Ages. New York: Harcourt Brace, 1994. How to Read and Why. New York: 2001. Genius: A Mosaic of One Hundred Exemplary Creative Minds. New York: 2003. The furore around Bloom’s exercises and those of others was particularly bad-tempered, and triggered such defences of canon-building as Robert Hughes’ Culture of Complaint. The issue of vaslue has not been tackled until recently in television studies, as Caughie points out (2000 pp21-4)
^2	  For a number of years various TV formats exploited this. TV Heaven was a new year's eve complilation of programe memories or moments with an underlying theme. More recently an explicit listing format has been adopted particularly on Channels 4 and 5 in the UK to produce 100 Best TV Moments, 100 Worst TV Moments etc, all of which claim to be based on 'surveys'.
^3	  I still encounter academic colleagues who will trade well-known lines of latin as a way of keeping those with a less elitist education out of the conversation. Equally I will use references to Dickens’ characters like Mr Micawber in one context, substituting references to TV characters like Rigsby in another.
^4	  "This was never going to be an easy task: 13 television executives, three media journalists, a list of over 100 programmes and a mission to pick the 50 most influential programmes in British television history. It was a heated, impassioned few hours of debate. There were inevitably hard choices to be made and some truly great television shows didn't make it onto the list. There was almost a revolution among some judges as Fawlty Towers was forced off to make way for Steptoe and Son" (Broadcast 2004)
^5	  This estimate is based on the fact that 24 hour transmission was introduced only in the 1980s. Previous to the arrival of breakfast TV on ITV in 1983, broadcast hours had been slowly extending from its original two periods, lunch-time and evening. Schools broadcasting took place in the mornings in term time. 
^6	  This is how I referred to Small Time (21 October 1959 to 27 August 1965, 16.45), by the name of what seemed to me to be its central character, a puppet cat.
^7	  Christopher Dunkley comments on the BFI’s poll results “There is, surely, something a bit odd about a list which includes Tiswas and Blind Date but excludes Tumbledown, The Voyage of Charles Darwin, Decade of Destruction, The Making of a Natural History Film and From Moscow to Pietushki. That last title may not be among the most famous of all time, yet the programme was a brilliantly clever combination of arts documentary, satire and travelogue which deservedly won top honours at the Prix Italia, Grierson and RTS awards of 1991.” (Dunkley 2000)
^8	  Tempo (ATV 1961-7) has recently been rediscovered in the Canal+ archives. In 1965 it occupied a 2.45 Sunday afternoon, 25 minute slot between the news and The Beverley Hillbillies
^9	  I bet you want to see that now…
^10	  One of the few pieces of research that addresses this question is in John Corner’s trailblazing collection on British TV in the 1950. See Tim O’Sullivan ‘Television Memories and Cultures of Viewing 1950-65’ in Popular Television in Britain ed John Corner, BFI 1991 pp159-181. 
^11	  A long-running series beginning on 4 March 1984
^12	  The series ran from 13 April 1972 – 22 January 1976 in occasional series. Listing the first programme, TV Times simply said: “You can choose your friends, but no matter whether you live in a back to back, semi-detached suburban villa or a mansion, you can't choose your neighbours. Eddie and Joan Booth are no exception. Hard-working, ordinary people with a mortgage on their little town house, they can rub along with most people, but when Mr. and Mrs. Reynolds move in next door, well, it's quite a shock. The domestic dissension which characterises this new seven-part comedy series should come easy to Jack Smethurst, for he played hen-pecked Leslie Pollitt in For the Love of Ada. In this series, however, he replaces a mild manner with more forcefulness - and he's going to need it!
^13	  Monica Rose, a cheeky contestant who became a fixture on Double Your Money from 1964-8. TV Times lists her variously as "the thorn at [sic] Hughie's side" or "who rises to every occasion". I recall Hughie's indulgent uncle approach to her, and his condescending introduction of "Monica Sings Time" as seeming questionable even at the time 
^14	  Between 22 September 1955 and 26 March 1967 around 900 episodes were produced, almost none of which survive. 
^15	  A 13 part anthology series hosted by Boris Karloff made for ABC in 1962. One episode survives. See Fiddy (2001) p.98-106.
^16	  A text-based exploration carries its own implicit values. Most of the current work on ITV programmes looks at drama made on film. There are obvious issues about favouring an accessible genre here, but more silently there is a question of the history of TV production values, of which more later.
^17	  Programme controller 1968, managing director 1975, chair 1987-92
^18	  Guardian 13 October 2003, quoted in Darlow (2004) p.603
^19	  According to Broadcast Online dated 19 October 2004, “Sky Networks managing director Dawn Airey has criticised ITV, claiming it is "misguided" in its strategy of showing less diversity in its programming in a bid to be more commercial. Giving a speech at the RTS last night, Airey, who was once effectively offered the job of running ITV, warned that a "formulaic and bland" ITV schedule would send viewers off to multi-channel offerings. The danger for ITV is that if schedules start to become more formulaic and bland then viewers looking for diversity will inevitably seek out those programmes on any one of the other 400 channels from which they can choose," she said. She said ITV seemed only interested in drama. "Look at the upcoming drama schedules for next year: more Sharpe, more Poirot, more Marple – and believe it or not more Morse and more Rumpole of the Bailey (the latter two whose principal stars won’t be returning to the screen on account of the fact they are inconveniently dead)."She added: "The strategy appears to be all about maximising share to keep ad revenues buoyant yet it does nothing to broaden the channel’s reach. Airey also claimed that ITV was still obsessed with "regulatory schmoozing": "Today they are still at it – trying to persuade Ofcom to free them of their public service obligations so they can become a purely commercial entity. At every turn, they appear to have been focused on righting past wrongs rather than uniting to face challenges ahead."
^20	  Top level management in British TV has tended to be drawn from news, current affairs and documentary rather than entertainment. Even Lew Grade's ATV used people like Charles Denton. In many ways such a background fits programme makers better for that role, as they will have developed political contacts, learned how to negotiate the political field and relish the dynamics that underlie the tedium of committees. Entertainment personnel in TV historically internalised a sense of their own inadequacy, prefacing the word 'entertainment' with deprecatory adjectives like 'mere' or 'simply'. The autobiography of Bill Cotton (, who broke through the TV entertainment glass ceiling is very revealing in this respect.
^21	  There are many reasons why particular past programmes come forward in such exercises, and not all of these are to do with the intrinsic qualities of the programme concerned. Acclaim at the time, either popular or professional, will tend to ensure that a series becomes a candidate, all the more so if it is promoted as an index of quality. Such is the case with the drama series Brideshead Revisited, still claimed by Granada’s website in 2005 as an index of its reputation for quality (along with World in Action and Disappearing World). Even at the time it was seen as something done despite ITV, a folly possibly, rather than a pinnacle of achievement. Now it has become the symbol of a lost era of commercial television in Britain.
^22	  Shown on 12 January 1982 at 22.30
^23	  Both were made TV stars by the BBC. Kemp by Eastenders and Jason in Only Fools and Horses. ITV has made a different Jason, the successful wideboy of Darling Buds of May and the quirky detective Jack Frost. Kemp has failed to find a durable format and gallery of characters, and so may not last as an 'ITV face'.
^24	  “At the height of Thatcherism in the 1980s, Spitting Image was a more effective voice of opposition than the Labour Party. No celebrity, politician or royal was spared its biting wit – and it often managed to be both hilariously funny and savagely critical of those in high office. Has anything that’s come after it ever managed to be both as popular and satirically biting as these brilliant puppets?” (Broadcast 2004)
^25	  Darlow (2004) pp209,234-5
^26	  Plowright’s purpose is to demonstrate that the move to production on 16mm film was responsible for much of the cost inflation which was then rampant in ITV. However and with hindsight, his figures can be used to demonstrate a more general argument about the changing nature of TV aesthetics and production methods.
^27	  ITV (1979) p.5. The £ indicators of currency have been inserted by the present writer. This was before the days that British TV was sufficiently international for there to be any doubt about the currency being used.
^28	  "Knight Errant '59. 'Quests undertaken, dragons defeated, damsels rescued. Anything, anywhere, for anyone, so long as it helps. Fees according to means'. Soon after Adam Knight puts this advertisement in the personal column of the national papers, he receives a telephone call from a damsel in distress." (TV Times for 13 October 1959). The series was a variously named format of 55 minute programmes. Knight Errant '59 ran for 12 episodes at 20.30 on Wednesdays in the autumn of 1959. Knight Errant '60 followed straight on in the new year for 26 episodes, and Knight Errant Ltd ran from 1 December 1960 in the same slot on Thursdays for another 28 weeks. “One early series  - and this means the full horror of three cameras, studio-bound, live production, sometimes with a live commercial to happen in a corner during the break – was a dreadful thing called Knight Errant. Best forgotten, it had awful scripts, bad acting and a lack of control” Derek Bennett (director), in ed. Finch et.al (2003) p.91  
^29	  "Each week, Skyport tells a story of human drama in the lives of passengers, passing through on their way to many parts of the world. These are stories of comedy, tragedy, adventure and suspense - stories in which travel agency man Ginger Smart, the airport duty officer, and the interpreter, invariably are involved.” TV Times, 2/9/59. Skyport ran for 52 30 minute episodes from 16 July 1959 in a slot that moved from the original 20.00 to 19.30 in September 1959 and then to 19.00 in January 1960
^30	  24 episodes of 55 minutes at 20.30 on Wednesdays from 28 June 1961."Will give viewers as authentic a picture as possible of the drama and excitement that goes on in a modern solicitor's office. … The main concern of the television team behind this series has been ensuring the accuracy of the characters and the situations they will face in the weeks to come. At the Law Society's office I was told "for years we have been waiting for television to present a series like this". (Derek Meakin TV Times 25/10/59 p.9) weds 20.30 - 21.25. The cast included Geoffrey Palmer, Bernard Horsfall and Robert Flemyng. Scheduled between Calling Dickie Valentine and the News, this was a prestige production.
^31	  28 x 30 minute episodes shown at 18.30 from 1 April 1960 "Captain W.E. Johns' famous character comes to television for the first time Inspector Bigglesworth - better known as 'Biggles' - is one of the key investigators of the Air Police. Ready to take on any assignment which comes his way, he finds adventure on the ground and in the air. In this first episode, helped by his friends Lord Bertram, Lissie and Ginger Hebblethwaite, he goes into action against a gang of jewel thieves" (TV Times1/4/60). "Primarily a children's adventure transmitted in an early evening slot" (Vahimagi (1994) p.88). Its successor in its slot was Coronation Street (see Finch et al (2003) p.101)
^32	  Coronation Street began on 9 December 1960 as a weekly half-hour programme on Fridays at 19.00. It added a second Wednesday episode on 25 January 1961 and moved to new Monday and Wednesday slots at 19.30 on 6 March 1961. 
^33	  “The autumn of 1981 had seen the first transmission on ITV of Granada’s Brideshead Revisited, arguably the greatest television drama series aver made … The series had gone into production before the 1979 technicians’ strike and had had to be completed after it was over. As a result an already very expensive series went massively over budget, making each fifty-minute episode more than four times as expensive as an average hour of BBC drama as costed by Michael Checkland in his 1980 RTS lecture. These costs and the overspend were a direct result of the outdated and impractical agreements operated by the ITV companies and the unions” (Darlow (2004) pp.302-3). The 11 x 55 minute episodes cost anything between Granada’s official figure of £4.5 million and the rumoured figure of up to £11 million, a rumour repeated in the Broadcast’s coverage of its 50 Most Influential Shows, (Broadcast 2004)   
^34	  Since the advent of full-cost budgeting in the wake of independent access at the beginning of the 1990s), full cost budgeting has become the norm, and therefore of the rule of thumb figures offered by producers. Rod Allen’s piece in this volume explains clearly from the point of view of an insider in the ITV system why ITV worked with the ‘above the line’ or ‘direct programme costs’ system of budgeting and how it affected programme making.
^35	  Michael Darlow quotes a key speech of the period that illustrates the nature of these figures. BBC Director General Michael Checkland told the Royal Television Society in 1980 :“that the BBC had calculated that an hour of BBC drama currently cost £112,000 – averaged out between costly filmed and costume drama and cheap studio-produced serials … Only £3 in every £10 were spent on actors, sets, writers, film stock and so on. Of the remaining £7, a massive £6 was spent on BBC staff, and £1 on buildings and new equipment. (A number of outside analysts and interested independents subsequently went into these cost calculations in detail and estimated that Checkland's figures were over-optimistic and that true costs of programmes were substantially higher)" (Darlow 2004 p.273)
^36	  John J. McCusker, "Comparing the Purchasing Power of Money in Great Britain from 1264 to Any Other Year Including the Present" Economic History Services, 2001, URL : http://www.eh.net/hmit/ppowerbp/
^37	  The skills and equipment to produce TV-like material are more widespread now than in the 1970s. It is easier to find professional-standard equipment and skilled technicians, So a redistibution of costs has been carried out within the TV industry under the banner of “seeing the costs on the screen” or “more bang for the buck”, that is investing in the look rather than technicians or equipment. It is probably true to say that both behind-the-camera labour costs and the initial costs of technology have both declined during the 1990s and that in drama some, but not all, of these savings have been translated into enhanced production values.
^38	  See for instance Nelson (1997) 
^39	  the Power Game 15 February 1966. Production Company: ATV; Writer Peter Draper; Producer: Rex Firkin; Designer: Trevor Paterson; Series edited by: Wilfred Greatorex; Director: 
Cast: Caswell Bligh: Clifford Evans
Kenneth Bligh: Peter Barkworth
Don Henderson: Jack Watling 
John Wilder: Patrick Wymark
Lady Wilder: Barbara MurraySusan Weldon: Rosemary LeachFrank Hagedan: George SewellSenior NEB official: Ralph MichaelJunior NEB official: Ian Holm
Miss Lingard: Norma Ronald
 
